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The Dark King by C.J. Abedi is the highly anticipated (at least by me) sequel to Fae and picks up a few months after the
events at the end of book one. Devilyn is now the dark king, having banished his father Alderon to a Yew tree and
embracing the dark that runs in his blood.

After the abrupt ending of Fae I was very excited to see where the story would lead and how the actions of
characters from the first book would pan out. Mimie I received this book in exchange for an honest review
LoP or Lovers of Paranormal Devilyn finally confronted his father after saving Caroline. He vaquished his
father to the Sword of lught, the very sword Devilyn used to defeat his father. Unaware, his father loyal
follower has found out about Alderon prison and released him. Now, Devilyn returned to Caroli The
characters have majorly changed in this installment of the fae series. Caroline is the same as she was in the
previous book, she actually lost all memory of what happened. Devilyn is much darker and harder than he was
before, much more volatile. Most of the previous characters have changed and adapted, mostly for the better.
Jessica I received a copy of this book from netgalley in exchange for an honesr review. I really liked this
book-i was interested right from the beginning and I really would love to read the first one. Alisha Tarran As
we dive into the second installment of the Fae trilogy, darkness is descending over Roanoke Island. If memory
serves, we left off with Devilyn crossing over to the world of the Dark Fae to become their King. His job is to
fulfill the prophecy that states he will unite Dark and Light Fae once and for all. Except since crossing over to
the Dark Fae Those closest to him, those who love him, worry that he will never Carrie I received a copy of
this book in exchange for an honest review. Caroline and Devilyn are just the pair of star-crossed lovers you
want to spend hours reading about. This book was a beautiful love story with a Fae and YA twist. Joood
Hooligan I was given this book by the author in exchange for an honest review. But you know everything
about them is wrong and bad But there is magik that brings you two together and you cannot deny it?!
Although I would absolutely l Elaine The second part of the Fae trilogy does not disappoint. Picking up the
story a few months after the end of Fae, The Dark King follows Devilyn as he continues to push away his on
true love, Caroline the Light Queen while accepting what the Fates have in store for him. When Caroline
learns the truth of her backgroun Britt I would like to thank Diversion Books for providing me with my copy
of The Dark King in exchange for an honest review. Today is the day! Kristen Amazing second book of the
new series, Fae. Sometimes it is very hard for a second novel to live up to the hype or the tone set in a first
novel. Dana I received this book in exchange for and honest review LOPReally I mean she gets kidnapped and
it just ends. What the hell happen to Rowan being able to sense Puck when he was around. I found that I
missed Caroline in this book. I hope she returns in the last book. Loving this story more and more!! I loved
this book so much! The Dark King by C. Abedi is the highly anticipated at least by me sequel to Fae and picks
up a few months after the events at the end of book one. Devilyn is now the dark king, having banished his
father Alderon to a Yew tree and embracing the dark that runs in his blood. Caroline is back to being clueless
about her heritage, thanks to Devilyn who erased her memori You have no idea what I went through just to get
a copy of this book without shelling out dough of course because there were no free files available on the
Internet for download. But anyway, omygodomygodomygod I was sooo drawn to this book lik Laney Devilyn
and Caroline. Why can I not seem to get enough of these two? But really, Devilyn, you think you can stay
away forever? But of course, lest we forget, Caro Desiree Putaski Book one of this series, Fae, really left me
wanting more and book two, The Dark King, certainly did not disappoint! Of course, I am still left wanting
more; but I will just have to exercise my patience and wait for book three: Devilyn has defeated his father and
taken his place as the Dark King. Devilyn Reilly has crossed over to the sinister world of The Dark Fae,
reigning over the realm as its King. He is to fulfill a prophecy--to unite the Light and Dark Fae once and for
all, but those who love him now fear that he will never be the same again, that he can no longer be trusted, that
every trace of the Light he once had is gone forev I feel on love with him all over again but at the same time, I
felt sorry for him. He has the great responsibility of the throne, but he knows that means being away from
CarolineJust as the dark coursed throu Kerry-Ann There are not enough words in the English language to
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describe how much I loved this book. It consumes him but there is that tiny ray of light calledâ€¦Caroline Ellis.
Caroline, heir of the Light Fae, is struggling to survive without the love of Devilyn. In typical teenage manner,
the moods between the two o Dark King is here. The last book was a total cliffhanger which kind of sour my
mood. It keeps getting better. I still like Devilyn despite how his character changed from the last book. Susie
Fitzwater When I first started this book I was hooked into it. This was a long book to read but it was worth it!
The plot was amazing and the characters were just as amazing. They just made the story fit and the
descriptions that was included in the story helpe Stacy I was given this book, in exchange for an honest
review. The story is well written and keeps the reader engaged throughout. Felicia I received this book in
exchange for an honest re review. LopI actually had a hard time getting into the second book of the Fae series.
It seemed a bit repetitive. Devilyn is back at school to protect Caroline and he keeps pushing her away. He
works hard to stay away but his love for her consumes him. I thought for sure the sto Mary Received a free
copy of this book from Goodreads First Reads. Wow, this book was really good. I had not read the first book
Fae when I won this book so I bought a copy and read it. This book picks up right where Fae leaves off. The
writing was better in this one, not as much repetative wording and phrases, it seemed to flow much better.
Looking forward to reading more by C. Michelle Brewer-Bunnell I find myself a mix of emotions. Firstly,
Tatiana, my dear: Secondly, can you have a more panic-inducing ending?! My mind will always treasure it;
indeed, my mind has become a palace for such treasures. Ashley I live for fantasy and this book took me to a
world I wish I could be a part of. I absolutely love this book! Loved the characters and the story line. It ends
rather abrupt and left me wanting. I have hopes that Caroline will change the fates. Lots of teen angst- very
well done. Looking forward to book 3. It definitely kept me on the edge of my seat. I hope book three comes
out soon. Belkis This was good, although I liked the first book better. And I thought that the story was going
to end with this second book!! But NO, ugh, still no ending so of course now I need to wait for the next one to
release:
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Chapter 2 : Audio Book - The Dark King- CJ Abedi - Budget Audio Books
THE DARK KING, the second installment of the stunning Fae trilogy propels readers into the mystical and magical world
of the Light and Dark Fae, where star-crossed love ignites a battle between two powerful kingdoms, one that can
consume everything that stands in its path.

We asked the authors of our favourite book series a few questions. Read on to see what they had to say. Have
you visited Roanoke and all the places you mention in the books? Unfortunately we have not yet visited
Roanoke. It is the most magical place in all the world. I am in love with Ireland and cannot wait to get back
there and hug that stone! I feel like it made a lot of our dreams come true. Did you have the trilogy mapped
out from the beginning? We had the trilogy mapped out from the moment we started writing. There have been
some changes along the way, we believe definite improvements but overall the story is what we envisioned it
would be from the beginning. Is Katya gone for good? Imagine being completely in love with someone that
despises everything you stand forâ€¦ no she is not gone for good. J She will reappear in book 3 but there will
definitely be some twists with her character. Did you deliberately set out to write a YA novel? Yes, we really
wanted to write the story of Devilyn and Caroline and we wanted it to be accessible to all age groups. There is
an innocence that you get to keep when writing YA that is romantic and just leaves a lot to the viewers
imagination. Have you ever disagreed on how the story will progress? We are writing this trilogy together
AND we are sisters. What plans do you have for when Fae is finished. Any more YA ideas for the future?
How old is Devilyn in Fae world terms? Have you named book 3? J There is some controversy about fan
fiction. Some authors absolutely hate fans continuing their stories, especially taking their YA charcaters into
an adult world. When you write you always put in some characteristics of people you know but they are
completely imagined. How did you go about researching the literary links at the start of each chapter and why
did you choose the characters you did? Google is a beautiful thing. What did we do before there was such an
amazing search engine??? After we outlined our chapters and knew basically what would happen in each, it
was easy to just google different quotes that we thought would be relevant. J How do you feel knowing that
many much older adults are fans of your YA novels? We read YA all the time and we are older too. How did a
Norse God end up being the psuedo grandfather to Devilyn and Tatiana? I have serious obsession with
Vikings. I take full responsibility. How are things progressing? Scott Free has been amazing. She is seriously
half FAE and totally magikal! Thank you Colet and Jasmine, as usual you have been very accomodating. If
you have any further questions you would like us to pass on to our favourite authors, drop us a line in the
comments or on facebook!
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Chapter 3 : The Dark King by C.J. Abedi - FictionDB
The Dark King, the second installment of the stunning Fae trilogy, propels listeners into the mystical and magical world
of the Light and Dark Fae, where star-crossed love ignites a battle between two powerful kingdoms, one that can
consume everything that stands in its path.

The second part of the Fae trilogy does not disappoint. Picking up the story a few months after the end of Fae,
The Dark King follows Devilyn as he continues to push away his on true love, Caroline the Light Queen while
accepting what the Fates have in store for him. When Caroline learns the truth of her background she refuses
to let Devilyn push her away and accept their love. The Dark King is full of different threads, twists and turns
that are surely leading up to a finale where everything comes together. The Dark King had me hooked from
start to finish. After the ending of the first book, I knew the second in the trilogy would be just as breathtaking
with plenty of anticipation and a climax! I feel on love with him all over again but at the same time, I felt sorry
for him. Caroline still has feelings for Devilyn but feels as if her memories have been a dream. Caroline
seemed a lot stronger in this book. She loves him, and although the pieces are a but fuzzy, it seemed liked she
slapped some sense into him! Not even the temptation of a handsome new stranger keeps Caroline from
Devilyn! There are some foreshadowing moments between Odin and Devilyn that had me in tears! Alderon is
still on his campaign to destroy Caroline, Odin, and Devilyn. He has the help of a few new characters who run
a muck, causing all types of havoc, with a promise of more to come in book 3! The pace was fast, filled and
exciting from the start. After the abrupt ending of Fae I was very excited to see where the story would lead and
how the actions of characters from the first book would pan out. In this book Devilyn is trying so hard to stay
away from Caroline now he has become the Dark King but as Fate would have it eventually their paths would
cross. As per the end of the first book, Caroline has no memories of her time with Devilyn and has started
back at school a long with her friend Teddy. There are new characters introduced as well as the growth of the
characters from the first book, The Dark King is bound to keep you entwined deep within the story of Devilyn
and Caroline and their struggles against their Fate. On finishing the first book of The Fae Trilogy I was left on
tenterhooks waiting for the second book. I was lucky enough to receive a copy to review two weeks before the
release and started reading within minutes. The book picks up, with pace, from the start and like the first book
follows both Caroline and Devilyns point of view. I fell in love with the characters again, cried, girly giggled
and may have even shouted at the Kindle on more than one occasion. A brilliant second instalment which has
left me waiting in anticipation for the final book. There are not enough words in the English language to
describe how much I loved this book. It consumes him but there is that tiny ray of light calledâ€¦Caroline Ellis.
In typical teenage manner, the moods between the two of them change constantly! She loves him but is trying
to move on. Odin gives his ever loving advice to Devilyn. And Dana returns to try accept what cannot be. The
scenes with her and Devilyn will give you the feels!!! Out of the two books in the FAE series so far, this is the
best!
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Chapter 4 : The Dark King | CJ Abedi | | NetGalley
Darkness descends over Roanoke Island in the sequel to the young adult bestseller, FAE. Devilyn Reilly has crossed
over to the sinister world of The Dark Fae, reigning over the realm as its King. He is to fulfill a prophecyâ€”to unite the
Light and Dark Fae once and for all, but those who love him.

If memory serves, we left off with Devilyn crossing over to the world of the Dark Fae to become their King.
His job is to fulfill the prophecy that states he will unite Dark and Light Fae once and for all. Except since
crossing over to the Dark Fae Those closest to him, those who love him, worry that he will never be the same
again, that every trace of Light he o As we dive into the second installment of the Fae trilogy, darkness is
descending over Roanoke Island. Those closest to him, those who love him, worry that he will never be the
same again, that every trace of Light he once had is gone and that most importantly, he cannot be trusted.
Caroline, the final heir of the Light Fae and so on, abandoned by her true love see above , has to get on with
things without the protection of her one true love or memory of him. She has to evade those in the Dark court
who want to destroy her and she has to embrace her own strength to do so. Turns out Caroline has a nifty little
talent Caroline and Devilyn have some insane chemistry as readers of the first book will recall, and they have
that whole destiny thing but unless they can get the will to overcome the The Darkness and The Fates J is
good at refreshing your memory! I gladly leaped back in to the magical world the author weaves with such
skill. The Dark King is every bit as fast paced, action packed and hard to put down as the previous installment.
Lots of sequels fail to measure up to the first book, but The Dark King more than matches up, if not exceeds
entirely, the first book! It was the perfect sequel. I was excited to see how the characters would react to the end
of Fae, and I must say, I really enjoyed the character growth from certain characters. The character growth, for
me, made the characters even more likeable. I was also super excited to discover new characters in the book!
The new characters where written with as much care and detail as our characters from the first book, each with
plenty of depth and brought to life on the page quite realistically. There is, however, more than one character
that I could quite happily hit in the face. Abedi can really get you emotionally involved in the book, which is
always a good thing! I really had missed this world. Everything is written so vividly you can picture it all
clearly like a movie playing in your head, and the characters are all written so well you get quite emotionally
attached to them. The Dark King was no different, and there where moments where I really wanted to smack
Devilyn for the whole "pushing her away" thing. The banter between them reminds me of myself and a couple
of my friends every know and again, not going to lie! I was pleased to see Odin, among others, still present. In
the first book, the thing I really loved was the mythology of the Fae and the Norse mythology element all
mixed together, and I was pleased it was still present, and not totally shoved to the side in favour of action and
such, like a lot of authors do. To the plot then! Because I know somethings going to happen. The cliffhanger
literally came out of nowhere and I just sat there for a while like "what the hell just happened?! For me their
relationship was written so perfectly in the first book, it took time, and I like how the relationship continued to
be written realistically and enjoyably, the author knew where the boundaries where between enjoyable and
dragging something out. The Dark King continues the standards set down in Fae. The world is a familiar one,
and every bit as magical as it was the first time round, with everything painted clearly for you with a few
words. The characters growth, in some cases, makes you love them more, and watching the characters so
obviously grow is satisfying. The mythology is still going strong, and the threads of the plot are twining
together to create something truly amazing. The Dark King has everything you could want, romance, action,
magic and much, much more. Gripping you from the start, you find yourself frantically turning pages to get to
the end, unable to guess or predict any of the plot twists, you find yourself gasping, and unable to put the book
down for ANYTHING. The Dark king really will make you quite emotional, such is the way the book pulls
you in. Fast paced, full of action, and a perfectly written romance The Dark King is a strong installment in the
trilogy.
Chapter 5 : The Dark King Audiobook | C. J. Abedi | calendrierdelascience.com
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Darkness descends over Roanoke Island in the sequel to the young adult bestseller, FAE. Devilyn Reilly has crossed
over to the sinister world of The Dark Fae, reigning over the realm as its King.

Chapter 6 : CJ Abedi | Fae Trilogy UK | Page 2
CJ Abedi Verified account @cjabedi Sister Authors of Bestselling YA Novels: Fae (soon to be a motion picture) The
Dark King and upcoming novel The Queen.

Chapter 7 : CJ Abedi | Fae Trilogy UK
CJ Abedi, Fae, Fae Trilogy, Jasmine Abedi, Review, The Dark King. Colet Abedi, The Queen In the stunning conclusion
to the Fae trilogy, Caroline and Devilyn fight to preserve their love despite dark forces threatening to tear them apart.

Chapter 8 : The Dark King - Fae - Book 2 - Lesen Sie das Buch online
Download or stream The Dark King by C.J. Abedi. Get 50% off this audiobook at the AudiobooksNow online audio book
store and download or stream it right to your computer, smartphone or tablet.

Chapter 9 : *Release Day Blitz* The Queen by CJ Abedi |
The Dark King is full of different threads, twists and turns that are surely leading up to a finale where everything comes
together. - Elaine, UK The Dark King had me hooked from start to finish.
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